NOTES:

1. FOR JM APPROVED INTERMEDIATE FLASHING FASTENING METHODS SEE T-FW-1 DETAILS. MINIMUM FLASHING TERMINATION HEIGHT IS 8" (203 mm) ABOVE ROOF SURFACE. INTERMEDIATE ADHERED MEMBRANE FASTENING REQUIRED AT 5'-0" (1.52 m) INTERVALS MAXIMUM, AND 18" (457 mm) HIGH MAXIMUM FOR NON ADHERED MEMBRANE ON CMU, BRICK, SMOOTH CONCRETE WALLS, OR ANY JM APPROVED SUBSTRATE, I.E. PLYWOOD, SECUROCK® GYPSUM-FIBER AND DENSEDECK®. SEE DETAIL T-FW-M1 FOR JM APPROVED FASTENING METHODS.

2. FOR JM APPROVED BASE FLASHING FASTENING METHODS SEE T-FW-B DETAILS. A SUFFICIENT BACKER FASTENING STRIP MUST BE INSTALLED BEHIND SUBSTRATES DIRECTLY TO STUDS FOR INSTALLATION OF TERMINATION BARS AND FLASHINGS WHEN SUBSTRATES WILL NOT SUPPORT A PROPER, SECURE INSTALLATION. SEE DETAIL T-FW-M2I FOR BACKER DETAIL.

3. FOR JM APPROVED TOP OF WALL FLASHING METHODS SEE T-FW-T DETAILS.

4. APPROVED EXTERIOR GYPSUM SHEATHING FOR ROOF FLASHING APPLICATION INCLUDE SECUROCK® GYPSUM-FIBER AND DENSEDECK®.